XS 450 Specification

Specifications:
Overall Length
Overall Beam
Internal Length
Internal Beam
Weight of Craft
Tube Diameter
Nos Compartments
Capacity Pers / Kgs
Shaft Length
Max Power
Max Weight Motor
Recommended HP
RCD Category

4.5 m
2m
3.4 m
1m
175 Kgs
43 cm
5
5 / 650 Kgs
Long
60 Hp
120 Kgs
25 - 50 HP
C

Standard Equipment
* Jockey console
* Mechanical steering
* Non slip floor
* External lifelines
* Tube top patches
* Transom U Bolts
* Bow Eye S/S

* Batt compartment
* Open bow locker
* Cleat and eye bolt
* D strake to tube
* Rear Well
* Drain Trunk
* Foot Pump

The XS 450 is an ideal entry level family sports boat
as well as an industry standard Club Rescue and
teaching craft. The XS 450 shares many of the same
characteristics as the larger craft, high sheer bow,
deep V hull, generous tube size, superb stability at
rest and a very dry ride. There are a wide range of
options for this craft and the boat above shows many
of them. As with all XS craft every boat is built from
scratch to your precise requirements.
Ideally suited where smaller motors are required 25 30 - 40 hp being normal installations. The smaller 43
cm tubes also make the craft ideally suited to
"recovery" usage.

All XS craft are made in the UK, we start with a barrel of resin and a roll of fabric and make the whole boat IN HOUSE at our
factory in Yorkshire. All metal work, fuel tanks, steering and fittings are sourced in the UK and are supplied to the relevant
ISO standard for the item. All consoles and seating are BONDED to the deck, NOT screwed down. We pride ourselves in the
quality we deliver. This is why these craft do the job and last, durability is BUILT IN.
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